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Condominium Conversion Ordinance

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Introduction
The City Council’s 2018 Goals include action by the Housing Committee to evaluate the
condominium conversion ordinance to assess compliance with the tenant notice and
relocation assistance requirements, and recommend if the condominium conversion fee
should be increased to fund Tenant Based Rental Assistance and/or the Housing Trust
Fund.
The City of Portland’s Condominium Conversion regulations are established by Section
14-565 of the City’s Code of Ordinances. The purpose of the article is to regulate the
conversion of rental housing to condominiums; to minimize the potential adverse
impacts of such conversion on tenants; to ensure that converted housing is safe and
decent; and to maintain a reasonable balance of housing alternatives within the city for
persons of all incomes.
Staff has evaluated the Ordinance and its implementation. At this point, staff is not
recommending any significant changes, as there is no indication it is not working as
intended.

Protection of Tenants
Prior to a condominium conversion, developers are required to provide each tenant
written notice of intent to convert at least one hundred twenty days before the tenant is
required by the developer to vacate. The notice period is extended based on how long
the tenant has been in possession of any unit within the same building. The notice of
intent to convert must contain a statement explaining the requirement of the developer
to; provide the tenant a sixty-day option to purchase; assist the tenant in finding another
place to live if the tenant does not wish to purchase their apartment and; help determine
the tenant’s eligibility for relocation payments.

Condominium Conversion Permit
A conversion permit must be obtained before an owner offers to convey a converted
unit. Within the permit is a submission checklist that includes a Tenant Data Form
requiring the owner to provide the name, occupancy length, date of notice, and eligibility
for relocation payment of each tenant. Copies to each tenant of the Notice of Intent to
Convert must be attached to the permit application. No permit will be issued without
copies of the notices.

Assessment
Based on internal discussions and examination of the data, there is no indication of any
significant abuse of Section 14-568 regarding protection of tenants. Permitting &
Inspections and the Assessor’s Department maintain databases that confirm developers
are obtaining permits and filing the necessary documents to record their condominium
conversions. There is a time delay from when the developer first obtains the building
permit to when the Assessor records the condominium conversion. For that reason, a
straight comparison of permitting and assessor’s records may suggest that not all
condominium conversions are following the ordinance. However, when comparing
permits to real estate transactions staff has found they do not neatly line-up, as they do
not occur concurrently. There is no record of a condominium conversion that did not
have the appropriate permits.

Fee
The condominium conversion fee is $150 per unit. A fee increase beyond the cost of
program administration should be considered in conjunction with a nexus study to
connect the impact of the activity to funding Tenant Based Rental Assistance and/or the
Housing Trust Fund. One change staff recommends is to consider adjusting the per
unit fee to more closely match the actual cost of processing a conversion. Such an
adjustment would allow the City to recover the cost of administering the program, as is
the intent of the fee.

Summary
Our review of the Condominium Conversion Ordinance does not suggest any significant
issues with how it currently functions. In addition, based on the level of condominium
conversion over the past two years, there is no indication that there are negative
affordability impacts from conversions. In most cases, units that are converted would
likely have been renovated into high-end rentals if they were not converted to

condominiums. In addition to possible adjustments in the fee to cover actual costs, staff
also recommends the Tenant Data for Condominium Conversion application be updated
to provide the 2018 income limits for determining relocation payments or amended to
remove the income limits and only provide a link to HUD’s Income Limits data.

Attachments:
Article VII Condominium Conversion (download from Permitting & Inspections web site)
Condominium Conversion Permit Application and Checklist (download from Permitting
& Inspections web site)

